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Patients want relief of symptoms. The traditional biomedical approach focuses on ruling out red flags of serious disease and providing symptomatic relief. Unfortunately, the biomechanical source of symptoms is left undetected, leaving the patient at risk for a recurrent clinical problem.

The modern functional approach begins with a thorough history of the relationship of activity to pain. This is followed by a functional examination designed to capture two distinct categories of positive findings: the movements that are painful and the movements that are painless but have abnormal motor control (AMC).

International guidelines have summarized the modern evidence-based approach to musculoskeletal pain (MP) management by stating, "The goal of care should shift from removal of symptoms to improvement in activity intolerances related to symptoms." A within-session goal is reduction in mechanical sensitivity (MS) as uncovered during the examination.

The means of care typically are identified by finding the chief AMC functional deficits the patient has that are related to their activity intolerances. Modern MP management shifts the focus from merely treating symptoms to restoring function in those activities that are most impaired. This is particularly valuable because leading indicators of ongoing disabling symptoms include the belief that hurt equals harm; lower than normal pain thresholds; failure to be mindful of the need to pace activity, and excessive worry about pain that is not activity-limiting. A functional approach guided by a focused functional history and examination is the key to pain management, injury prevention, and functional restoration.

Initial Patient Evaluation

The first step in patient evaluation involves diagnostic triage to rule out red flags of serious disease. When red flags are present, further testing and/or referral is indicated. If there are no red flags, then reassurance and reactivation advice is provided.

Patients want to know the cause of their pain, the prognosis, what the MP specialist can do for them, what they can do for themselves, and what they should be careful about. Unfortunately, the cause of pain is difficult to identify. Red flags represent less than 1 percent of patients and nerve-root problems less than
10 percent. The remaining 90 percent may have pain from specific generators (myofascial, facet, SI, etc.). Most tests are unreliable in identifying the specific pain source. In spite of this, MP typically is not disabling for long periods, even if recurrences are the rule rather than the exception.

The question of how long an episode will last is difficult to answer. Certain historical factors such as frequency of recurrences, long duration of current episode, fear-avoidance beliefs, radicular symptoms, and pain intensity are yellow flags and can reliably predict the course of care. The examination is also valuable in determining prognosis. The presence of nerve-root signs are a sign of a slower recovery. In addition, a therapeutic trial can determine not only prognosis, but what manual therapy and/or self-care is most likely to be efficacious. Specifically, if a treatment is provided, a post-treatment reassessment performed and "within-session" improvement is noted, then "between-session" improvement is 3.5 times more likely to occur.

This process of finding the MS and reassessing it post-treatment is termed the "clinical audit process" (CAP). The CAP guides care by aiding the specialist to determine what they can do for the patient, what the patient can do for themselves, and the patient’s prognosis. Since pain recurs, it is necessary that a self-care exercise be found which empirically reduces the patient’s MS. If the patient only attributes a successful outcome to manual therapy or other passive care, dependency rather than independent function has been achieved.

**The Clinical Audit Process**

The therapeutic trial begins by finding a painful motion that reproduces the patient’s chief complaint (Figure 1). The assessment uses active rather than passive motion and includes range of motion, orthopedic (e.g., Kemp’s) or functional (e.g., squat) testing. The patient’s MS is the independent variable in the therapeutic trial.

**Figure 1: Active Movement Assessment**
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**Figure 2: Testing Response To A Treatment - Clinical Audit Process (CAP)**
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There are two situations in which an MS cannot be found. The first occurs when the patient has postural pain. This is typically intermittent and aggravated by prolonged static loading (sitting, standing, lying).\textsuperscript{26} The treatment is typically prescription of ergonomic advice/training and micro-breaks. The second is when pain is due to central sensitization. In this case, the pain is constant and not worse or better with any mechanical loading. Central sensitization is a descending pain-modulation dysfunction that lowers pain thresholds so that non-noxious stimuli is perceived as noxious.\textsuperscript{7-14} These somatosensory changes are likely to be related to dysfunctional motor control (i.e., flexion withdrawal).

The prognosis for such patients is guarded due to the altered sensory processing. Treatment primarily focuses on motor-control training designed to enhance functional capacity and alter cognitive-behavioral pain expectancies.\textsuperscript{28,35-36}

There are three possible responses to a therapeutic trial of an exercise. If MS decreases, you have found a treatment that has created a "within-session" improvement. This predicts a high likelihood of "between-session" improvement. If an exercise decreases the MS during the post-treatment audit, this should be prescribed as self-care. Patients in this category are considered to have mechanical pain. The self-care exercise is within the patient’s functional training range (FTR). This is "the range which is painless and appropriate for the task at hand."\textsuperscript{29} The CAP is the key to identifying the patient’s FTR. The exercise in a patient’s FTR satisfies these criteria: painless (or symptom centralizing); appropriate (good motor control); and post-treatment audit reveals a decrease in MS.\textsuperscript{21}

If MS does not change, attempt further therapeutic trials to seek an alternative exercise, manual therapy or modality that reduces the patient’s MS. If no procedure can be found and the patient has chronic pain, it is likely the patient has central sensitization. If MS worsens and the patient has acute pain, it is likely that the pain generator is acting irritably and has a chemical component (e.g., inflammatory). In this case, the initial treatment is temporarily "letting pain be the guide" and invoke anti-inflammatory strategies (relative rest, ice, fish oil, NSAIDs, etc.). The prognosis for this patient is excellent for a speedy recovery after a short delay.

If MS worsens and patient has chronic, recurrent pain, it is likely that the pain generator is sensitized from central sources.
Key Take-Home Points

In summary, most patients have pain of a mechanical nature and the prognosis for a speedy recovery is outstanding. In such patients, the CAP will help determine a self-care exercise that is effective on day one. A subset of mechanical patients have pain of postural origin. Unless the tissue can be spared from prolonged static overload, only minimal improvement will occur. Patients who have strained or injured their tissues will often have a chemical or inflammatory component to their pain. Such patients have an excellent prognosis, but recovery will not be immediate and there typically is no self-care exercise in the first few days. A final group of patients who have chronic pain with all activities reflects central sensitization. Such patients have a guarded prognosis and often require a combination of motor-control and cognitive-behavioral training.

McKenzie sums up the goal of the patient-centered orientation of the CAP: "If you adopt certain positions or perform certain movements that cause your back to go out, then if we understand the problem fully, we can identify other movements and other positions that, if practiced and adopted, can reverse the process. You put it out; you put it back in." 27

According to the World Health Organization’s revised guidelines on disability, the goal of health care is to enable patients to return to participation and independent functioning in their chosen activities. 16,34,38 The specific outcomes used to measure progress toward these goals are the patient’s activity intolerances in their activities. 1,15-16  The CAP allows clinicians to adjudicate within-session what treatments are most efficacious.
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